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The Cocoon furniture series consists of modules in various sizes. The modules can be combined in various ways, so the
function of the furniture depends on the combination and the position of the modules - FORM FOLLOWS FUNCTION.
Create zones and seating areas with this colorful series of furniture.

V
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A browser for the younger users of the
library. The browser has three compartments and two dividers.

TI

The Vertical Cocoon can be used as either a freestanding piece of furniture, a room divider or as a seat integrated into any shelving system.

H

Use the Horizontal Cocoon to display
the newest books or to create a hiding place for the younger readers.
Both ends have shelves for storage
and display.

This table display can be used as a freestanding piece of furniture or in combination with the Cocoon seating, creating an
inspirational space in your library.

CD

S

A model similar to the Horizontal
Cocoon, thie piece is ideal for presenting your CD’s and DVD’s as well
as creating a play area for children.

This seating fits in perfectly with the
other models of the Cocoon series.
Place several seats in a small cluster
to create a cozy atmosphere.

The individual smaller modules can be used for seating, a table, a browser or small shelving. Position the module hor-izontally with the
curve upwards, and you have a small movable seat. With the curve down-wards, the module can be used as a movable browser or
a table. Posi-tion the module vertical-ly and you have a small shelving for storage and display. The functions have the same design
layout, but still offer you the possibility of person-alizing the furniture with graphics and colors to fit your library.
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COCOON
MODULES

Vertical Cocoon
Available in two seating heights - one
for children (H30 cm) and one for
adults (H39 cm).

V

Size

Item no.

H205 x W97 x D54 cm
H225 x W97 x D54 cm

S B5680 DW0
S B5680 EW0

Size

Item no.

H97 x W205 x D54 cm
H97 x W225 x D54 cm

S B5681 DW0
S B5681 EW0

Size

Item no.

H97 x W205 x D54 cm
H97 x W225 x D54 cm

S B5682 DW0
S B5682 EW0

Size

Item no.

H60 (30) x W97 x D54 cm
H60 (39) x W97 x D54 cm

S B5683 0W1
S B5683 0W2

Horizontal Cocoon
Available in two widths. Note - two
modules can be placed next to each
other.

H

Cocoon CD
Available in two widths. Note - two
modules can be placed next to each
other.

CD

Cocoon seating
The Cocoon Seating is available in two
heights - one for children (H30 cm) and
one for adults (H39 cm). Delivered as
standard with hidden castors. (Adjustable feet available).

S
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COCOON
Cocoon seating
The Cocoon Seating is available in two
heights - one for children (H30 cm) and
one for adults (H39 cm). Delivered as
standard with hidden castors. (Adjustable feet available).

Size

Item no.

H60 (30) x W97 x D54 cm
H60 (39) x W97 x D54 cm

S B5683 0W1
S B5683 0W2

Size

Item no.

H59 x W97 x D54 cm

S B5684 0W1

Size

Item no.

H59 x W97 x D54 cm

S B5685 0W1

S

Cocoon browser
The Cocoon Browser is with three
compartments (D54 x W29,6 X H
25) and two dividers. Delivered as
standard with hidden castors.

T

Cocoon table
The Cocoon Table is delivered as
standard with hidden castors. (Adjustable feet available).

TI

MATERIAL AND COLOURS
The Cocoon series is made of wood and delivered as standard in white melamine (RAL9016). The interior is
avail-able as standard in five different bright and rich colors of 3 mm felt, but is also available in other colors:
Mango
9400

Red
9401

Purple
9402
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Green
9403

Grey
9404

Surfaces
from solid wood veneer and plastic
Traffic White (See first finish below) is the standard finish. Other laminates and veneer
available at premium charge.
Wooden surfaces are either directly plastic-coated or covered with an HPL laminated plastic, depending on their application.
Differences in colour underline the characteristics of solid wood surfaces and cannot be avoided. Solid wood changes its
colours under the influence of light. Table and work surfaces with solid wood veneer have only limited abrasion resistance.
We recommend our highly resistant plastic decors for these types of surfaces. We use environmental-friendly lacquers for
our solid wood surfaces.

Traffic white

Oyster white

Light grey

Beech decor

0332

0796

0213

0230

1

1

1

1

Standard Finish
1
Maple decor
0240
similar to
maple

1
Cherry decor

Elm decor

Olive decor

0275

0776
similar to
light oak

9714

1

1

Sunflower

Flame red

Gentian blue

0232

0227

0223

3

3

3

Orange

Green

Ice blue

9762

9763

0793

3

3

3

Grey-metallic

Basalt grey

Night black

0314

0220

0212

3

3

3

Beech veneer

Maple veneer

Oak veneer

0401

0385

0402

2

2

2
Other surfaces and veneers upon request.
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